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INTRODUCTION & METHODOLOGY
Design Associates was engaged by the Concord Masonic Corporation in October 2019
to prepare an evaluation of the conditions of the main gable roof at the Corinthian Lodge
of Freemasons. On November 26 Patrick Guthrie, AIA Principal, directed the survey
with the assistance of Laura Fitzmaurice, DA project manager, and Mike Auren of Silman
Engineering. Inspection included an interior survey of the attic and an exterior survey of
the roof and cornice observed from the ground and from the flat section of roof of the
1920 rear addition. We made detailed field notes and took extensive photographs.
Over the next two weeks we reviewed our field notes and photographs with the goal of
describing existing conditions. The conditions narrative in this report assesses the
building roofing elements of the historic 1820 gable, the 1920 rear addition was not
included.
REPORT LIMITATIONS
This report is a summary of readily visible observations conducted during two visits to
the property, including the preliminary walkthrough. No destructive testing or
investigation occurred. This report is strictly limited to the roofing system of the main
gable as noted. Review of building code compliance, interior conditions beyond the attic
side of the main gable roofing system and building infrastructure was beyond the scope of
this report.
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OBSERVATIONS & DISCUSSION: The building home of the Concord Masonic
Corporation is listed on the National Register and State Register of Historic Places and is
one of the contributing structures to the Concord Monument Square Lexington Road
Historic District and the North Bridge – Monument Square Historic District.
A. CHARACTER DEFINING FEATURES OF ROOF - Every old building has a
distinctive identity and character. Character defining features are the significant
observable and experiential aspects of a building that define its architectural
power and personality. These are the features that should be retained in any
restoration or rehabilitation scheme. Elements include the overall shape of the
building and its craftsmanship, decorative details and interior spaces and features
as well as various aspects of its site and environment. Inappropriate changes to
historic features can undermine the historical and architectural significance of the
building, sometimes irreparably.
Roof and Roof Features: A defining element that helps inform the shape of the building.
For the purposes of this study we are only looking at the 1820 structure, not the rear
addition built in1920. The 1820’s structure is a rectangular plan with a gable roof. For
purposes of this report the building is oriented east to west with the façade facing
Monument Square being east.
Roof Exterior – Character defining features:
•
Roof is atop a structure which is 40’-8” +/- long by 32’-2” +/- wide. Box
cornice soffits are 2’-2” +/- deep.
•
The overhanging cornice is boxed with deep returns.
•
East gable facing Monument Square: Clad in vertical flush-boarding relieved
by one horizontal band and a sawtooth detail at the bottom.
•
Frieze has the same vertical board with sawtooth bottom edge as the face of
gable on the facade.
•
A four-part window at attic level is located in front gable. The window has
masonic symbols in the colored glass panels of its bottom section. Above the
gable window is found a sawcut “crown” of five circular openings which at
one time gave access into an attic dovecote for pigeons. These openings are
now boarded over on the inside, keeping the decorative wood trim intact.
•
Brick chimney set far back from façade so not visible from Monument
Square.
•
On the exterior we observed two layers of roofing: 12” wide x 18” long
slate tiles with an 8” exposure and 16” long wood shingles with a 5”
exposure. A metal ridge cap runs the entire length of ridge.
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Roof Exterior – Non-character defining features:
•
There exists a gutter on the north side of roof edge but not the south side.
The two downspouts are missing from the gutter.
•
West gable facing parking lot: Clad in vertical flush-boarding. An outward
opening access hatch/ door, 16” wide, to the flat roof of the 1920 addition.
•
A vent, 27” x 30” (measured from the interior) penetrates the roof towards
the rear as indicated on the plan. It has a circular vent cap.
•
Framing for two roof hatches, that may have been skylights, are centered on
the south side of the roof. On the exterior can be seen their metal covers.
•
At box cornice soffit at south-east corner are 7 circular soffit vents.
•
A pipe vent penetrates roof on south side of roof.
Interior - Character defining features:
•

•

•

•

The roof framing consists of four Queen Rod Trusses which are circular saw
cut rather than hand hewn, which indicates it might be too modern for the
1820 construction date of the building. (An historic building survey report
from MACRIS [Massachusetts Cultural Resource Information System] states
that the roof was apparently replaced during a circa1880 renovation.) The
trusses are 6” wide except for truss #1 which measures 4”. Truss #4 which
abuts the west chimney is notched at the chimney.
Purlins support the rafters. The purlins have their longer dimensions at right
angles to the 2” x 8” rafters. The rafters are 24” on center except at the
gable ends and where the two hatches are framed. This is noted on the
framing plan.
The dovecote spans its longer dimension between the two upper purlins.
The depth is 3’- 8” +/- measured from the inside face of gable stud walls.
There is a vertical 6-panelled stained glass access hatch, hinged on the right
side, to the dovecote.
Plank roof sheathing consisting of 12” +/- wide boards laid parallel to the
ridge is visible in the attic.

Interior - Non-character defining features:
•

Part of an old leaning chimney at the east gable wall looks as if it is being
supported by the dovecote structure at the top. It does not appear to
penetrate the attic floor nor the roof. It is propped up on the bottom by
loose masonry and timber on the attic floor. When it pierced the roof and
functioned this would have been a character defining feature, but it no
longer has historic integrity because it has been so extensively altered.
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•

On the opposite end of the attic from the dovecote, against the west gable
end of roof structure is a storage loft spanning from the gable wall to truss
#3. This does not appear to date to the original construction of the building.

B. RECOMMENDATIONS:
•

•
•

•
•

•

Extant roofing is worn and near end of service life. It is due for replacement.
The wood shingles below the slate were examined at the rake ends. The
wood fibers observed were extremely compromised. Removal of slate and
shingles and installation of new, historically appropriate roofing over new
roofing felt recommended. Wood shingle and slate were both used
historically and would have historic precedent.
Evidence of water damage: rot at both south-east and north-east corner at
end of raking gable cornices. Rotted molding should be replaced matching
existing and re-painted.
Paint failure and probable wood deterioration at box cornice soffit at southeast corner. Seven circular vents have been installed here might indicate a
moisture problem. Investigate, repair and repaint. Review of sheathing,
attachment of eave to building should occur during roof replacement.
Partial chimney at interior near east gable wall should be removed since
there is considerable weight and the masonry is leaning.
Active leaks were reported at the northeast roof hatch. Water in buckets
was observed at the time of our visit. Both metal hatch covers should be
reviewed during re-roofing. It is suggested the curbs be made taller, new
flashing installed and crickets built on upslope side of hatch curbs. The metal
hatch covering on the hatch covers should be examined and replaced if
integrity is compromised. Replacement should be copper or lead-coated
copper. The hatch and curb should be gasketed.
North-west chimney mass above the roof only showed patches of mortar
that might be recent. Base flashing and counter flashing are only partly
observable under roofing tar on the south and west visible portions of the
chimney. All flashing should be replaced when the roof work is done. All
roofing tar should be removed. Copper, lead-coated copper or sheet lead
flashing is recommended.
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C. SUMMARY
Much of the structure and sheathing Corinthian Lodge of Freemasons’ roof assembly are
in very good condition given its age. However, the roof slates and underlying shingles are
past their service life and should be replaced. Ideally the replacement material should be
wood shingle or slate – both are extant on the building. Simulated slate or shingles could
be acceptable as compromise materials for budget considerations. Roofing and flashing
and other areas listed in the above section should be addressed in 2020.
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PHOTOS:

Above left: partial chimney at east gable wall slanting towards Monument Square
Above right: base of partial chimney at east gable wall supported by loose masonry.

Above left: Paint failure at box cornice soffit at south-east corner. Rot at end of raking
gable cornice. Above right: Rot at end of raking gable cornice at north-east corner.
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Above: North-west chimney mass above the roof

Above: Two layers of roofing material, slate over wood shingles.

Above: Deteriorated wood fibers of the shingles.
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MEMORANDUM
Date:
Attention:
Company:

12/10/2019
Patrick Guthrie
Design Associates

Project Name:
Silman Project #:
RE:

From:

Mike Auren

cc:

58 Monument Square
19297
structural roof
assessment
Laura Fitzmaurice

Patrick,
On Tuesday November 26th, 2019 I visited the existing masonic lodge at 58 Monument
Square in Concord, MA. The purpose of this visit was to provide a visual only
assessment of the existing roof framing over the original late 19th century building. No
other portions of this building were reviewed at the time of our visit. There was a later
addition off the rear (west) side of the building that was also not reviewed. Our scope
of work also did not include structural calculations related to member capacity at this
time.
The original building is approximately 30 ft x 40 ft in plan, with its main / long axis
orientated roughly east-west. It is a 2-strory structure with an accessible open attic.
The attic is accessed via a stair on the west end of the original building. The roof is
supported by 5 wood and steel constructed trusses that span the north-south width of
the building. There is one truss at or just offset from the east and west ends, and three
trusses equally spaced between them. Two equally spaced east-west running wood
purlins span between the trusses on either side of the ridge (4 purlins total) and act to
support the roof rafters. Wood rafters span continuously from the roof ridge board,
over the purlins and to the exterior wall. Two existing roof hatches were seen on the
south side of the roof. All of the structure that was observed appeared to be original,
though historic records suggest reframing in the 1880s. There are no obvious signs of
reframing or other modifications. (see DA drawings A1.0 and A1.2 and A2.0 for truss
and framing layout, and member sizes).
The overall condition of the roof framing was very good. There were no noticeable
sags, or other movements indicative of overstress in either individual members, or on a
more global scale (e.g. foundation movement). There was some localized checking in
some of the larger truss members, but nothing that was atypical of framing of this age.

NEW YORK

WASHINGTON DC

BOSTON

ANN ARBOR

There did appear to be some water infiltration that was local to the areas around the
existing roof hatches. In one case, one of the rafters directly adjacent and on the low
side of the hatch appeared to be a little “soft” when prodded with a nail. The area of
concern was minimal and did not represent a significant structural concern. Otherwise
the roof framing, and attic in general, appeared to be dry and performing well.
Silman understands that the roof will undergo a replacement in the near future. It is
also our understanding that the current roof is slate. We would recommend that if a
new roof be put on that it weighs no more than the current roof. If the weight of
materials should increase by more than 5%, or should the thermal properties of the
roof change from what it currently is (e.g. the roof is insulated directly below the
rafter) then additional analysis would need to be done to ensure that roof structure
can support the change of loading (either by adding more dead load, or increasing the
amount of snow the roof should be designed for).
Please let us know if you have any questions regarding the above information, or if we
can provide any further guidance with the proposed work.
Mike
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Budgeting

Corinthian Lodge Concept Budget for Roofing Options
The numbers below represent an a la carte listing of costing options for recommendations in the roofing conditions report December 2019.
Numbers are based on recent experience with historic builidngs and available square footage cost calculators. Not included are design costs
or permit fees.
COST
Feature

Description of
Work

Contingency

Dimensions

Cost per Unit

in SF or LF
or Quantity

(20% for Concept Low

High

Design)

Remove all layers of
roofing and roof

2200

2.5

20%

$5,280

$6,600

2200

15

20%

$31,680

$39,600

2200

11

20%

$23,232

$29,040

2200

10.5

20%

$22,176

$27,720

2200

4

20%

$8,448

$10,560

2

1200

20%

$2,304

$2,880

24

75

20%

$1,728

$2,160

1

2500

20%

$2,400

$3,000

1

1500

20%

$1,440

$1,800

Designer Fee*

$5,458

$6,822

contractor OH&P*

$6,549

$8,186

$36,384

$45,480

Roofing tear off

underlayment and
disposal
New slate roof and

New Slate Roof

M
A
R T
O E
O R
F

I
A
L

copper flashing - 12X18
slate tiles

O

New synthetic slate and

P
Synthetic
Slate Roof

copper flashing - 12x18

T

synthetic slate tiles

I

New wood shingle roof

O
New Wood Shingle

and copper flashing, 18"

Roof
N

#1 perfection, western

S

red cedar shingles

New Asphalt Shingle
Roof

New Architectural
Shingle 50-year roof with
aluminum flashing
Build up curb, new

Roof hatches

copper cover, cricket on
upslope side, flashing,
sealants
New flashing at chimney,

Chimney

clear off roof tar,
additional repointing
Carpentry repairs to

Cornice repairs

cornices at southeast
corner, remove circular
vents, patch and paint
Remove unused chimney

Abandonned chimney

from attic, dispose of
debris

Probable Project Cost*

* these figures assume an aggregated project where all work is done and a synthetic slate roof is selected- they would increase or decrease based on other roofing
materials

